CRAFT KITS FROM THE PROVIDENCE ATHENÆUM’S CHILDREN’S LIBRARY

A HAPPY UNICORN!

Who doesn’t love a unicorn, especially one with a bobbing head? This cheerful little unicorn will be a delightful addition to your collection of hand-crafted creations!

Supplies in kit
- unicorn template
- folded paper strip for making the “bobble”

What you’ll need from home
- glue stick or liquid school glue
- scissors
- markers or colored pencils

Directions
1. Using the center line as a guide, cut the template apart. The plain side with just three lines will be the unicorn’s body. Color the unicorn in your favorite unicorn colors.

2. When finished coloring, cut out the pieces. Hint: you will use squarish tab on the end of the tail to attach it to the body.

3. Now it’s time to make the body. Fold the ends of the plain white strip to touch the center line. Add glue to one of the
folded sides. Then bring the tab over and press it on top the other tab. When they are attached, the arc that is created will form the unicorn’s body.

4. Add the base legs as pictured. Fold the tail tab, add glue to one side of the tab, and press the tab on to the body.

5. Glue the alicorn (horn) to the unicorn’s head. Attach the head by gluing one end of the prefolded strip to the body and the other end to the head as pictured. Your magical unicorn is finished; nodding head and all!

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS

Unicorns, Unicorns! by Geraldine McCaughrean
Unicorn Thinks He’s Pretty Great by Bob Shea
Uni the Unicorn by Amy Krouse Rosenthal
Margaret’s Unicorn by Briony May Smith
Unicorns 101 by Cale Atkinson

PLEASE VISIT PROVATH.ORG OR CALL 401-421-6970 FOR CURRENT HOURS